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Larsen's Human Embryology works as a well-organized, straightforward guide to this highly

complex subject, placing an emphasis on the clinical application of embryology and presenting it in

an easily digestible manner. Ideal for visual students, this updated medical textbook includes a

superior art program, brand-new online animations, and high-quality images throughout; clear

descriptions and explanations of human embryonic development, based on all of the most

up-to-date scientific discoveries and understanding, keep you abreast of the latest knowledge in the

field.Consult this title on your favorite e-reader, conduct rapid searches, and adjust font sizes for

optimal readability. Take advantage of the most current advances in molecular biology and

genetics.Review the material in a flexible manner that meets your specific needs thanks to a

user-friendly design.Access high-yield content and quickly locate key information with help from

newly condensed text and additional summary tables. Take advantage of key pedagogical features

such as opening "Summary" boxes.Visualize complex concepts more clearly than before through a

superior art program and outstanding clinical content and images throughout. Reinforce your

understanding of the material and how it will relate to real-life scenarios with "Embryology in

Practice" clinical closers added to each chapter.
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As a first year med student coming from a non-bio background, embryology was a relatively foreign

subject to me in the beginning of the year. I chose this book based on the many useful drawings

which I think illustrate concepts well. The art style is consistent throughout the book -- which I like --

and because of the level of continuity, the illustrations and captions alone have been great for

learning the basics. The text seems detailed enough to use as a reference as well but is likely to be

overwhelming for review purposes. The paper quality is EXCELLENT, with thick glossy

pages.Impressions / comparisons to other highly-regarded resources:- Langman's is packed with

medically-relevant details while text is a lot more concise. Not as many pictures.- Carlson's Human

Embryology and Developmental Biology seems to place a greater emphasis on the biochemical

basis of development, i.e. the factors / chemicals driving developmental changes.

This is a great book. You don't have to be a rocket scientist to understand what is being explained.

The graphics are great and helpful to visualize concepts and stages of development. It's paperback

and light weight, which helps when you have to carry it around in a backpack. The only con is that

the animations on the website are very short, some less than 30 seconds, with no text or audio

explanation of what is being shown.

Good textbook.
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